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QUESTION 1

A large enterprise is experiencing exponential growth of data but shrinking backup windows. They need to design, plan,
and integrate a comprehensive disaster recovery solution for all their data centers. Part of their disaster recovery
solution must include data migration to a remote site. 

How does the HP StoreOnce 6200 Backup System respond to this customer\\'s requirements? 

A. by supporting more than 32 concurrent data streams to a single VTL or NAS share device 

B. by supporting a single fabric with dual switches where the drives are presented to a single port for no single point of
failure 

C. by requiring a smaller volume of seeding data to be sent over a WAN link than previous StoreOnce D2D models 

D. by providing built-in low-bandwidth replication for cost-effective copies of data offsite 

Correct Answer: D 

Challenges in Enterprise Data Protection Requirements for a modern Enterprise Data Protection solution have many
drivers:

*

 Exponential growth of data Shrinking backup windows 

*

 The need to design, plan and integrate a comprehensive Disaster Recovery capability 

*

 The need for backup devices to be more available than ever before 

The HP B6200 StoreOnce Backup System responds to all these requirements by providing: 

*

 Deduplication to drive more efficient storage of data 

*

 Large device scalability to ensure every backup has access to devices and, so, reduce queuing time 

*

 (D) In-built low bandwidth replication for cost-effective copies of data offsite as part of a Disaster Recovery plan 

*

 HP Autonomic failover (with appropriate ISV software) to allow backups to continue, even if a node in an HP B6200
StoreOnce Backup System fails. 

*
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 High scalability in terms of capacity, performance and replication to ensure the system grows as your business grows. 

Reference; HP B6200 Backup System, Recommended Configuration Guidelines 

 

QUESTION 2

A small-business customer plans to implement an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7200. 

What must the customer consider regarding large, unexpected data growth? 

A. Additional controller nodes cannot be added to the HP StoreServ 7200. 

B. There are no HBA expansion slots in the HP StoreServ 7200. 

C. Adaptive Optimization suffers a performance impact with large data. 

D. The HP StoreServ 7200 configuration must have fewer than four drive chassis. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer needs to balance storage high availability and cost to meet various service level agreements, depending on
the application requirement. Which storage methodology should the customer use? 

A. storage RAID 

B. storage federation 

C. storage tiering 

D. deduplicated storage 

Correct Answer: C 

Tiered storage is the assignment of different categories of data to different types of storage media in order to reduce
total storage cost. Categories may be based on levels of protection needed, performance requirements, frequency of
use, 

and other considerations. Since assigning data to particular media may be an ongoing and complex activity, some
vendors provide software for automatically managing the process based on a company-defined policy. 

As an example of tiered storage, tier 1 data (such as mission-critical, recently accessed, or top secret files) might be
stored on expensive and high-quality media such as double-parity RAIDs (redundant arrays of independent disks). Tier
2 

data (such as financial, seldom-used, or classified files) might be stored on less expensive media in conventional
storage area networks (SANs). As the tier number increased, cheaper media could be used. Thus, tier 3 in a 3-tier
system might 

contain event-driven, rarely used, or unclassified files on recordable compact discs (CD-Rs) or tapes. 

Incorrect: 
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Not B: 

Much like vMotion in VMware environments, storage federation goes beyond the capabilities of storage virtualization.
Storage federation from HP enables the online non-disruptive movement of storage volumes between arrays in a metro 

area. Unlike external storage virtualization appliances that add cost, complexity and downtime, storage federation from
HP creates a persistent pool of capacity using native communication between system controllers. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the primary benefit of source-side deduplication compared to target-side deduplication? 

A. Source-side deduplication allows more data to be transferred over low-bandwidth links in the network. 

B. Source-side deduplication reduces the amount of data transferred between media servers and the D2D device. 

C. Source-side deduplication isolates data so that it can be more easily streamed to tape for offsite storage. 

D. Source-side deduplication allows more data to be stored on the D2D device. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: Dedupe 2.0: What HP Has In Store(Once) 

 

QUESTION 5

A storage administrator manages an HP StoreVirtual 4000 Storage System that runs LeftHand OS 9.5. The
administrator plans to integrate the LeftHand OS authentication by using Active Directory. What does the administrator
need to do before integrating Active Directory authentication? 

A. Connect to a System Center Configuration Manager (ConfigMgr) server 

B. Configure Credential Cache 

C. Connect to a System Center Operations Manager (OpsMgr) server 

D. Upgrade to LeftHand OS 10.0. 

Correct Answer: D 

Whats new: 

*

 Support for Microsoft Windows Server 2012 with LeftHand OS v10.0 

*

 Enhanced Integration for Windows environments with Active Directory and StoreVirtual Recovery Manager. SAN
administrator logins will be authenticated against Active Directory. New StoreVirtual Recovery Manager simplifies
recovery of Windows files and folders, automates snapshot mounting for fast and easy recovery of data, and enables
quick searching of data within snapshots. 
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Reference; QuickSpecs, HP StoreVirtual 4000 Storage 

 

QUESTION 6

A large enterprise currently has an HP Virtual Library System (VLS) and plans to migrate to an HP StoreOnce 6200
Backup System. Which best practice must the enterprise consider during this migration? 

A. The HP VLS should be connected to a Fibre Channel switch. 

B. No more than 16 data streams should be run to a single VLS device concurrently. 

C. They should use NPIV to connect the HP StoreOnce 6200 Backup to the nodes as different devices. 

D. Multiplexing is not recommended for the HP StoreOnce 6200 Backup 

Correct Answer: D 

Do not send multiplexed data to StoreOnce B6200/D2D Backup Systems. "Multiplexing" data streams from different
sources into a single stream in order to get higher throughput used to be a common best practice when using physical
tape drives. This was a necessity in order to make the physical tape drive run in streaming mode, especially if the
individual hosts could not supply data fast enough. But multiplexing is not required and is in fact a BAD practice when it
comes to D2D or B6200 deduplication devices. 

Note: 

* Users familiar with the HP VLS System should be aware that the HP StoreOnce B6200 Backup System does not
behave in the same way and needs a completely different approach when architecting and tuning for best performance.
Do not assume that an HP B6200 Backup System can replace an HP VLS System without major re-evaluation of
requirements and alignment with HP B200 best practices. 

Reference; HP B6200 Backup System, Recommended Configuration Guidelines 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer plans to migrate data from a third-party storage system to an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000. They have an ISP
connection between two offices. The new storage system must replicate data between the offices. What should the
customer implement? 

A. IP-based Remote Copy with Synchronous Replication 

B. FC-based Remote Copy with Synchronous Replication 

C. FC-based Remote Copy with Asynchronous Replication 

D. IP-based Remote Copy with Asynchronous Replication 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference; HP 3PAR Remote Copy 3.1.1 Software User\\'s Guide 

 

QUESTION 8
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A customer is planning to migrate data from an HP 3PAR F-200 to an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 Storage System. What
should the customer use to migrate the data? 

A. Peer Motion 

B. Recovery Manager 

C. Online Import 

D. Remote Copy 

Correct Answer: A 

HP 3PAR Peer Motion Software is the first non-disruptive, do-it-yourself data migration tool for enterprise block storage.
With Peer Motion, HP 3PAR Storage System customers can load balance I/O workloads across systems at will, perform
technology refresh seamlessly, cost-optimize asset lifecycle management, and lower technology refresh capital
expenditure. 

Unlike traditional block migration approaches, Peer Motion enables customers to migrate storage volumes between any
HP 3PAR Storage Systems online, non-disruptively, and without complex planning or dependency on extra tools. Peer
Motion leverages HP 3PAR Thin Built InTM technology to power the simple and rapid inline conversion of inefficient,
"fat" volumes on source arrays to more efficient, higher-utilization "thin" volumes on the destination 3PAR Storage
System. 

Peer Motion Manager is an add-on application that orchestrates all stages of the data migration lifecycle to ensure data
migration is simple and fool-proof. 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer is extending a SAN by using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) to migrate their master database to a
new data center. They need to ensure that there is adequate line speed to perform the migration in the event of a
primary path failure. 

What should the customer do to achieve this goal? 

A. Ensure that all SAN devices use the same Fibre Channel speed. 

B. Ensure that all SAN switches have the same core PID number. 

C. Ensure that there are separate WDM paths for transmitting and receiving packets 

D. Ensure that a secondary path with sufficient buffer-to-buffer credits is available 

Correct Answer: D 

WDM devices extend the distance between two FICON directors. The devices are transparent to the directors and do
not count as an additional hop. To accommodate WDM devices, you must have enough Fibre Channel BB_credits to
maintain line-speed performance. WDM supports Fibre Channel speeds of 10 Gb/s, 8 Gb/s, 4 Gb/s, 2 Gb/s, and 1 Gb/s.
When planning for SAN extension, BB_credits are an important consideration in WDM network configurations. Typical
WDM implementations for storage replication include a primary and secondary path. You must have enough BB_credits
to cover the distances for both the primary path and secondary path so that performance is not affected if the primary
path fails. 

Reference: HP Mainframe Connectivity Design Guide 
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QUESTION 10

A company is experiencing performance problems on a third-party storage system with a large VMware environment.
The company plans to migrate to an HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000. 

Which benefit will the company realize from this migration? 

A. ability to handle demand spikes 

B. automated operating system deployment 

C. support for VMware VAAI 

D. built-in virtual machine management 

Correct Answer: C 

HP 3PAR Application Software Suite for VMware The HP 3PAR Application Software Suite for VMware provides
everything you need to make your VMware environment more agile and efficient-including Recovery Manager for
VMware, Host Explorer for VMware, VASA support, and three essential plug-ins: the VMware Site Replication Manager
(SRM) Adapter, the 3PAR VAAI plug-in, and the 3PAR management plug-in for VMware View. Application Software
Suite for VMware uses system-based licensing. 

Reference; Quickspecs, HP 3PAR StoreServ 7000 

 

QUESTION 11

What is a main benefit of HP StoreOnce deduplication? 

A. It enables snapshots of deduplicated date to be made easily. 

B. It encrypts data to prevent corruption during the backup cycle. 

C. It optimizes storage capacity to retain more data within a disk backup device. 

D. It allows the devices that contain the data to be thinly provisioned. 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: Data deduplication is a specialized data compression technique for eliminating duplicate copies of repeating data. 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer is planning to implement an HP StoreVirtual 4330FC Storage System 

Which type of cable do they need to connect the storage system to the fabric? 

A. SC Fibre Channel 

B. LC Fibre Channel 
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C. iSCSI 

D. SAS 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer plans to implement an HP B6200 Backup System. 

Which benefit does mapping data types to different backup devices provide? 

A. decreased installation cost 

B. decreased recovery time 

C. increased deduplication ratio 

D. increased media utilization 

Correct Answer: C 

Mapping the same data type to the same device improves deduplication ratios, even if it comes from multiple media
servers. Reference; HP B6200 Backup System, Recommended Configuration Guidelines 

 

QUESTION 14

You are meeting with a customer that has a small business with an unpredictable workload in a virtualized environment.
Which product family from the HP array portfolio do you lead your discussion with? 

A. P2000 

B. P4000 

C. X3000 

D. P6000 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer needs a grid-based storage solution that provides Fibre Channel/iSCSI mixed volumes. Which storage
system should the customer implement? 

A. HP StoreVirtual 4330 FC 

B. HP StoreVirtual 4830 FC 
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C. HP StoreVirtual 4330 

D. HP StoreVirtual 4130 

Correct Answer: A 

Fibre Channel connectivity is only available onHP StoreVirtual 4330 FC Storage. Note: 

* Figure 2.HP StoreVirtual 4030 FC Storage with iSCSI and Fibre Channel connectivity 
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